AP Test Preparation

College Board Information

Though I intend AP English to prepare you very well for the test in May, I recommend you also prepare on your own outside of class. The information below is designed to point you toward materials to aid you in this endeavor.

AP Central Website

www.collegeboard.org

This website provides AP sample multiple-choice tests, essay questions, sample essays, rubrics, and analysis of sample essays.

Again, be sure to access AP LITERATURE and Composition.

CLIFFS AP ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION

By Allan Casson
(Former AP Essay Reader and Test Contributor)

** Be sure to get books based on the LITERATURE and Composition test, which is different than the LANGUAGE AND Composition test.

5 STEPS TO A 5: AP ENGLISH LITERATURE

By Estelle Rankin and Barbara Murphy
(Former AP Essay Readers and Test Contributors)